Abstract. We consider the problem of retrieving the k documents from a collection of strings where a given pattern P appears least often. This has potential applications in data mining, bioinformatics, security, and big data. We show that adapting the classical linear-space solutions for this problem is trivial, but the compressed-space solutions are not easy to extend. We design a new solution for this problem that matches the bestknown result when using 2|CSA| + o(n) bits, where CSA is a Compressed Suffix Array. Our structure answers queries in the time needed by the CSA to find the suffix array interval of the pattern plus O(k lg k lg n) accesses to suffix array cells, for any constant > 0.
Introduction
The problem of top-k document retrieval in general strings is that of preprocessing a collection of strings (called "documents") so that, given a search pattern P [1, m] (a short string) and a threshold k, we retrieve the k documents where P appears most often. It is a direct extension of widely used concepts in Information Retrieval (IR) [4, 1] to strings, where it finds applications in IR on East Asian languages (which lack clear word separators), bioinformatics, multimedia IR, software development, and others [19] . Much research has been carried out on this topic in recent years. A foundational result, by Hon et al. [16] , achieved a linear-space index, that is, using O(n lg n) bits on a string collection of total length n, and O(m + k lg k) time, where m is the length of P . This was later improved to the optimal O(m + k) time [21] . Optimality under more relaxed conditions has also been obtained [28] .
The use of linear space (O(n lg n) bits), however, is not fully satisfactory. In practice, these indexes use several times the space needed to represent the raw collection, which renders them impractical when indexing large string collections. There has been a good deal of research on top-k document retrieval using reduced space. Compressed Suffix Arrays (CSAs) are data structures that can find all the individual occurrences of P in the collection, using space asymptotically equal not only to n lg σ bits (where σ is the alphabet size of the strings), but to the size of the compressed text collection [20] . Moreover, those CSAs can retrieve any substring of any document and hence replace the collection: they can be regarded as compressors that support queries. We call their space |CSA|, which can be thought of as the minimum space in which the text collection can be represented. The first solution for the top-k document retrieval problem using CSAs was in the same paper by Hon et al. [16] , who use 2|CSA| + o(n) bits and solve queries in time O(t search (m) + k t SA lg 3+ n), for any constant > 0, where t search (m) is the time needed by the CSA to count the number of times P occurs in the collection and t SA is the time to retrieve the position of one such occurrence. After several improvements [11, 2] , Hon et al. [15] achieved the best time to date within that space, O(t search (m) + k t SA lg k lg n). Tsur [29] reduced the space to the asymptotically optimal |CSA| + o(n) bits, yet with higher time, O(t search (m) + k t SA lg k lg 1+ n). Finally, Navarro and Thankachan [22] reduced the time to O(t search (m)+k t SA lg 2 k lg n), the best to date within optimal space. In this paper we focus on a variant of this problem, which we dub bottom-k document retrieval, where we seek the k documents where P appears least often. This is useful to solve a smoothed ranked version of the query P 1 and not P 2 [10] , to intersect documents where P 1 appears frequently with those where P 2 appears infrequently (such smoothing is used in search engines when the exact Boolean meaning of the query does not return sufficiently many results).
Finding documents where a pattern appears infrequently also arises as a subproblem of, for example, infrequent itemset mining [13, 12, 5] , with applications in statistical disclosure risk assessment (where rare patterns in anonymized census data can lead to statistical disclosure), bioinformatics (where rare patterns in microarray data may suggest genetic disorders), or fraud detection (where rare patterns in financial or tax data may suggest unusual activity associated with fraudulent behavior). It is also useful for studying negative association rules in data mining [32, 7] , for finding adverse drug effects in medicine [17] , for intrusion detection in computer systems [25] , for detecting anomalies in system logs [3] , etc. Our problem also arises as a subproblem of finding rare motifs (patterns with don't cares of various kinds) [9] , which has potential applications to bioinformatic problems such as identifying absent words in genomic sequences [14] or proteins involved in parasitism [30] .
Adapting the current linear-space solutions [16, 21, 28 ] to this scenario is trivial, as they are able to handle weighting functions more general than frequencies: It is sufficient to use the negative term frequencies. Instead, adapting the compressed indexes, which work only for frequencies, turns out to be challenging. We build on the ideas of Hon et al. [16, 15] to develop a compressed bottom-k document retrieval index that uses 2|CSA|+o(n) bits and answers queries in time O(t search (m) + k t SA lg k lg n), matching the best known time for top-k retrieval using the same space.
Compressed Top-k Retrieval Indexes
Consider a collection of D strings {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T D } over an alphabet [1, σ] 
where $ is a special symbol smaller than all the others in [1, σ] (e.g., $ = 0). Consider the suffix tree [31] of T , the suffix array [18] A[1, n] of T , and a corresponding Compressed Suffix Array [20] CSA. A CSA must be able to (1) given a pattern P [1, m], find the area A[sp, ep] of suffixes starting with P , in time we call t search (m), and (2) given a position i, compute A[i], in time we call t SA . We describe the path to the solution which we will build on for the top-k retrieval problem: given a pattern P [1, m] , return the k documents where P appears most often.
Given a suffix tree node v, we denote by path(v) the string obtained by concatenating labels of all edges on the path from the root to v. The locus of a string P is the highest node v such that P is a prefix of path(v). Each suffix tree leaf (or suffix array cell) can be associated with the document T d where the corresponding suffix starts. We call tf(v, d) the number of leaves associated with document d that descend from suffix tree node v (i.e., the number of times path(v) appears in document d). Then the top-k retrieval problem can be solved by first finding the locus v of pattern P , and then retrieving the k documents d with highest tf(v, d) values. Note that the problem could be solved by attaching the answer to any suffix tree node, but the space would be O(kn lg n) bits, and work only up to the chosen k value. Now we describe the solutions we build on to obtain our result.
Hon, Shah and Vitter. Hon et al.'s [16] structure is built (in principle) for a fixed k value. We choose a grouping factor b = k lg 2+ n and mark every bth leaf in the suffix tree (we use a slightly simplified description of their method [24] ). Then we mark the lowest common ancestor (LCA) of every consecutive pair of marked leaves. The tree of marked nodes is called τ k and has O(n/b) nodes. For every marked suffix tree node v, we store the k pairs (d, tf(v, d)) with highest tf(v, d). Hon et al. prove that any locus node v contains one maximal marked node u so that there are at most 2b leaves covered by v but not by u (we will denote that leaf set by v \ u). Therefore they traverse the leaves in v \ u using the CSA, and for each one they (1) compute the corresponding document d, (2) compute the frequency tf(v, d), (3) add d to the top-k list (or correct its frequency from tf(u, d) to tf(v, d) if d was already stored in the precomputed top-k list of u).
To carry out (1) on the ith suffix tree leaf, they first compute A[i] in O(t SA ) time, and then convert it into a document number by storing a bitmap B [1, n] that marks with a 1 the document's beginnings in T [27] . So the document is d = rank(B, A[i]), where rank(B, j) counts the number of 1s in B [1, j] . Since B has D 1s, it can be represented using
, and answer rank queries in constant time [26] . To carry out (2) they need an additional |CSA| bits (see Sadakane [27] ), and time O(t SA lg n). The node u ∈ τ k is found using the CSA plus a constant-time LCA on τ k for the leftmost and rightmost marked leaves in [sp, ep], whereas the leaves covered by v are simply [sp, ep] . Thus the total query time is
As storing the top-k list needs O(k lg n) bits, the space for τ k is O((n/b)k lg n) = O(n/ lg 1+ n) bits. One τ k tree is stored for each k power of 2, so that at query time we increase k to the next power of 2 and solve the query within the same time complexity. Summed over all the powers of 2, the space becomes O(n/ lg n) = o(n) bits. Therefore the total space is 2|CSA| + o(n) bits.
Several subsequent technical improvements further reduced the time. Gagie et al. [11] noted that the powers of 2 for k must reach only D, and that one does not need to store the frequencies of the top-k precomputed answers (they can be computed at query time without increasing the time complexity). Only the identifiers of the documents need be stored, in increasing order. This allowed them to use a smaller b = k lg D lg(D/k) lg n, which impacts query time. Further, Belazzougui et al. [2] showed that sublinearity is still obtained with the smaller block size b = k lg k lg(D/k) lg n, and also reduced the O(t SA lg n) time of the binary search to O(t SA lg lg n) by using a sampled predecessor search structure. The final query time obtained was O(t search (m) + k t SA lg k lg(D/k) lg n).
Hon, Shah, Thankachan and Vitter. Hon et al. [15] obtained the fastest solution to date using 2|CSA| + o(n) bits of space. They consider two block values, c < b. For block value b they build the τ k trees as before. For block value c they build another set of marked trees ρ k . These trees are finer-grained than the τ k trees. Now, given the locus node v, there exists a maximal node w ∈ ρ k contained in v, and a maximal node u ∈ τ k contained in w. The key idea is to build a list of top-k to top-2k candidates by joining the precomputed results of w and u, and then correct this result by traversing O(c) suffix tree leaves.
Since we have a maximal node u ∈ τ k contained in any node w ∈ ρ k , we can encode the top-k list of w only for the documents that are not already in the top-k list of u. Note that a document must appear at least once in w \ u if it is in the top-k list of w but not in that of u. Thus the additional top-k candidates of w can be encoded using O(k lg(b/k)) bits, by storing as before one of their positions in w \ u, and encoding the sorted positions differentially.
The space for a τ k tree is O((n/b)k lg n) = O(n/ lg 1+ n) bits using b = k lg 2+ n, which added over all the powers of 2 for k gives O(n/ lg n) = o(n) bits, as before. For the ρ k trees they require O((n/c)k lg(b/k)) bits, which using c = k lg k lg n gives O(n lg lg n/(lg k lg n)) bits. Added over the powers of 2 for k this gives O(n lg lg n/ lg n)
The time is dominated by that of traversing O(c) cells. Using some speedups [2] over the basic technique [16] , the time is O(t SA lg lg n) per cell, for a total of O(t search (m) + k t SA lg k lg n) for any constant > 0.
Bottom-k Document Retrieval
We build upon the scheme of Hon et al. [16] and subsequent improvements [11, 2] . We choose a grouping factor b and mark every bth leaf in the suffix tree. Then we mark the lowest common ancestor (LCA) of every consecutive pair of marked leaves. For each marked node u, we will store a particular set of bottom-k results. Definition 1. Let u be a marked node. Let u * be its lowest marked ancestor, and let u be the child of u * that is an ancestor of u (or u itself ). Then the fringe of u, fringe(u), is the set of documents corresponding to the set of leaves u \ u.
Hon et al. [16] prove that fringe(u) contains O(b) nodes (or, similarly, |v \u| ≤ 2b, where u is the highest marked node that descends from a node v). The bottom-k answer we will store associated with u is defined as follows (cf. [6, 8] ).
Definition 2. The bottom-k answer set of u, bottom(u), is a set of k documents that appear the least number of times in the leaves of u, among those that, additionally, do not appear in the fringe of u. Now we prove that the answers for any locus node v between u and u (i.e., u is the highest marked descendant of v) are in bottom(u) or in fringe(u). Note that there are several correct answer sets for a given query; we say each such answer is valid.
Lemma 1.
There is a valid answer to the bottom-k query for locus node v that contains only nodes in bottom(u) ∪ fringe(u).
Proof. We build an answer bot(v) by choosing k documents with lowest positive frequency in v, from the set bottom(u) ∪ fringe(u). If this is not a valid answer, then there exists a document d ∈ bot(v) that appears below v between 1 and f − 1 times, where f is the maximum frequency occuring below node v of a document in bot(v). Then d cannot appear in bottom(u) ∪ fringe(u), as otherwise it would have been chosen to form bot(v). But this implies that d was not chosen to form bottom(u) even when it did not appear in fringe(u), therefore there are k other documents with frequency at most f − 1 below u. (As they do not appear in the fringe of u, the frequencies below v are the same as below u for d and for bottom(u).) Therefore, there are k documents (bottom(u)) with frequency between 1 and f −1 below v. Then the k least frequencies in bottom(u)∪fringe(u) cannot be higher than f − 1. A contradiction.
Therefore, we can answer a bottom-k query with locus node v as follows. Figure 1 illustrates the scenario. The way to store the candidate set, to traverse the tree, and to compute the frequencies, is exactly as in previous work [16, 11, 2] . This yields a first result with 2|CSA| + o(n) bits of space and query time O(t search (m) + k t SA lg k lg(D/k) lg n). In the next section we improve on this technique to obtain our final result.
A Dual Marking Scheme
Now we improve the result of Section 3 by combining it with the dual marking scheme of Hon et al. [15] . We will have a tree τ k formed by the nodes marked with sampling step b, and a denser tree ρ k formed by the nodes marked with sampling step c < b. The concept of fringe for nodes w ∈ ρ k will remain as in Definition 1, whereas for the nodes u ∈ τ k we will use a slightly different concept.
Definition 3. Let u ∈ τ k , which is marked with sampling step b. Let w ∈ ρ k be its lowest ancestor marked with sampling step c. Then the τ -fringe of u, τ -fringe(u), is the set of documents corresponding to the set of leaves of w \ u.
Definition 4. The τ -bottom-k answer set of u ∈ τ k , τ -bottom(u), is a set of k documents that appear the least number of times in the leaves of u, among those that, additionally, do not appear in the τ -fringe of u.
For nodes u ∈ τ k , we will store τ -bottom(u), in the same way as in Section 3. For nodes w ∈ ρ k , we will store bottom(w). This second set will be stored in the following way, where u is the highest descendant of w that is in τ k : -We will store k bits indicating which documents of τ -bottom(u) belong to bottom(w). In the case of ties we give preference to documents in τ -bottom(u). -The elements in bottom(w) \ τ -bottom(u) are stored using a position of w \ u to identify them, in increasing position order and using gap encoding.
In this way, the storage of bottom(w) requires O(k lg(b/k)) = O(k lg lg n) bits. Note that we are making the following assumption, which we prove next.
Lemma 2. Any element in bottom(w) \ τ -bottom(u) must appear at least once in w \ u.
Proof. Assume there exists d ∈ bottom(w) \ τ -bottom(u) for which there is no occurrence in w \ u. Then the frequency f of d below w is the same as below u. But since d ∈ τ -bottom(u) and d ∈ τ -fringe(u), there must exist k documents (τ -bottom(u), precisely) with frequency at most f below u (and below w, as they do not appear in τ -fringe(u)). Since in the case of ties we give preference to τ -bottom(u), d cannot be chosen from bottom(w) \ τ -bottom(u).
The query process is exactly as in Section 3, but using the sampled tree ρ k . The tree τ k is only used internally in order to reconstruct bottom(w). The total amount of work is proportional to the sampling step, O(c t SA lg lg n). Similarly to Hon et al. [15] , we define c = k lg k lg n to obtain our final result. Theorem 1. The bottom-k document retrieval problem, on a collection of D strings with concatenated length n, for a pattern of length m, can be solved using
Here CSA is a compressed suffix array over the collection, t search (m) is the time the CSA takes to find the suffix array interval of the pattern, and t SA is the time it takes to retrieve any suffix array cell. The space is 2|CSA| + o(n) bits if D = o(n).
A Negative Result
There exist solutions [29, 22] for the top-k problem that use the asymptotically optimal |CSA| + o(n) bits, with time O(t search (m) + k t SA lg 2 k lg n). These solutions are based on precomputing all the documents that belong to the top-k answer for some locus node v that lies between u and u (using the terminology of Definition 1), and storing them associated with u. This is possible because there are only O( √ bk) candidates along a fringe of size O(b) [2, 29] . It is tempting to try to adapt this same technique to the bottom-k document retrieval problem. However, when we consider bottom-k answers, the number of candidates can be of size Θ(b), as we show in the following example.
Assume the sequence of documents in the fringe of u is d 
Conclusions
We have addressed a new problem called bottom-k document retrieval, which asks to find k documents where a pattern appears least frequently. We have matched the best result for the much studied top-k (most frequent) retrieval problem, in the case of using 2|CSA| + o(n) bits of space. We have also shown that a relatively direct extension of the current ideas [29, 22] for achieving asymptotically optimal space, |CSA| + o(n) bits, does not work for bottom-k queries.
We have not considered the case where one can use compact space, that is, |CSA| + n lg D + o(n lg D) bits. The best result for the top-k problem in this case is O(t search (p) + k lg * n) [23] . The kind of result we have obtained in this paper suggests that a similar result can probably be reached in compact space.
